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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

• Part 1: Introduction to Reproducibility

• ML reproducibility crisis, examples from non-CS fields, how to conduct reproducible research

• Part 2: Reproducibility in IR

• Reproducibility challenges in IR, reproducibility failures in IR, reproducibility tracks

• Part 3: Mechanisms for Reproducibility

• Papers with Code, ML Reproducibility Challenge, useful tools and libraries

• Part 4: Reproducibility as a Teaching Tool

• How to incorporate an ML reproducibility project into a course
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I – INTRODUCTION TO REPRODUCIBILITY
Ana Lucic



OVERVIEW

1. Motivation

2. Reproducibility Crisis in ML

3. Reproducibility in Non-CS Fields

4. Conducting Reproducible Research
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I.a – MOTIVATION



MOTIVATION

"At the very foundation of scientific inquiry is the process of specifying a hypothesis, running an 
experiment, analyzing the results and drawing conclusions" 

"Scientists have used this process to build our collective understanding of the natural world and the 
laws that govern it. However, for the findings to be valid and reliable, it is important that the 

experimental process be repeatable, and yield consistent results and conclusions"

-- Pineau et al, 2020.
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MOTIVATION
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MOTIVATION

• As a field, we've made considerable progress by increasing the amount of computation used 
in our experiments:

• Better performance

• Easier to explore ideas

• This has also come with some challenges:

• Running baselines can be very expensive

• Results are not always reproducible

11



MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?
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MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?

In this tutorial, we focus on the challenge of ensuring 
research results are reproducible
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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

1. Introduction to Reproducibility

2. Reproducibility in IR

3. Mechanisms for Reproducibility

4. Reproducibility as a Teaching Tool
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I.b – REPRODUCIBILITY IN ML



ACM DEFINITIONS (v1.1)

• Repeatable: a researcher can obtain the same results for their own experiment under 
exactly the same conditions, i.e., they can reliably repeat their own experiment (“Same team, 
same experimental setup”)

• Reproducibility: a different researcher can obtain the same results for an experiment under 
exactly the same conditions and using exactly the same artifacts, i.e., another independent 
researcher can reliably repeat an experiment of someone other than herself (“Different team, 
same experimental setup”) [this was called replicability in v1.0 of ACM definitions]

• Replicability: a different researcher can obtain the same results for an experiment under 
different conditions and using their self-developed artifacts (“Different team, different 
experimental setup”) [this was called reproduciblity in v1.0 of ACM definitions]

ACM. 2018. Artifact Review and Badging (v1.0). Revised 2020 (v1.1).
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NEURIPS DEFINITIONS

• Reproducible: same conclusions are drawn when re-doing an experiment with the same 
data and same analytical tools

• Replicable: same conclusions are drawn when re-doing an experiment with a different 
dataset, but the same tools

• Robust: same conclusions are drawn when re-doing an experiment with the same data but 
different tools (i.e., different code implementations)

• Generalizable: same conclusions are drawn when re-doing an experiment with different 
data and different tools. 

Pineau et al. 2020. Improving Reproducibility in ML Research
23



NEURIPS DEFINITIONS
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REPRODUCIBILITY CRISIS IN ML

Hutson. 2018. Artificial intelligence faces reproducibility crisis. Science
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REPRODUCIBILITY CRISIS IN ML

• Since 2018, we've made some 
progress

• Many conferences strongly 
encourage or even require code 
submissions

• Can get links to code repositories 
and datasets through arXiv thanks to 
Papers with Code

• Reproducibility checklists at 
conferences
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COMMON REPRODUCIBILITY ISSUES IN ML

Pineau et al. 2020. Improving Reproducibility in ML Research

• Lack of access to the same training data, differences in data distribution

• Misspecification or under-specification of the model or training procedure

• Lack of availability of the code necessary to run the experiments, or errors in the code

• Under-specification of the metrics used to report results

• Improper use of statistics to analyze results

• Selective reporting or over-claiming of results
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QUESTIONS?
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I.c – REPRODUCIBILITY IN NON-CS 
FIELDS



● The Open Science Collaboration conducted 100 replications of studies from 3 psychology 
journals

○ In total, there are 270 authors on the paper published in Science

● Found a significant proportion of replications produced weaker evidence despite using 
materials provided by authors 

● Mean effect size of replication was found to be half of the original

○ Original: 97% significant (p< 0.05) vs Study: 36%

PSYCHOLOGY

Open Science Collaboration. 2015. Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science. Science
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● Clinical trials in oncology have some of the highest failure rates in comparison to other 
therapeutic areas

● Begley and Lee (2012) claim this is due to the lack of robustness in preclinical trials i.e., drug 
development

● Out of 53 "landmark" studies, only 6 could be reproduced

● Non-reproducible papers are still heavily cited since they are considered to be "part of the 
literature", contributing to failing clinical trials

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Begley and Lee. 2012. Raise standards for preclinical cancer research. Nature 
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BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
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Recommendations proposed by Begley and Lee (2012):

● Require reporting on negative findings

● Encourage reporting on alternative findings that contradict existing work

● Implement transparent mechanisms for reporting unethical practices

● Increase dialogue between physicians, scientists, patient advocates and patients

● Recognize high-quality teaching and mentoring as valuable

● Funding organizations should facilitate development and access to new tools 

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
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CANCER BIOLOGY

Errington et al (2020) conduct a reproduction of 193 experiments from 53 high impact papers in 
preclinical cancer biology: 

● Only 50/193 experiments from 23 papers were reproduced

● Data was publicly accessible for 4 of 193 papers

● Authors would not share data for 68% of papers

● 32% of authors were rated as "not at all helpful" by researchers reproducing their 
experiments

● 67% of protocols described in papers needed modifications

○ Only 41% of those modifications could be implemented

Errington et al. 2021. Reproducibility in cancer biology: challenges for assessing replicability in preclinical cancer biology. eLife
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CANCER BIOLOGY
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ECONOMICS

Camerer et al. 2016. Evaluating replicability of laboratory experiments in economics. Science

• Camerer et al (2016) analyze 18 
studies in economics:

• They find that 61% of studies detect 
the original effect size in the same 
direction at alpha = 0.05

• However, the replicated effect size 
is 66% of the original, on average
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I.d – CONDUCTING REPRODUCIBLE 
RESEARCH



CONDUCTING REPRODUCIBLE RESEARCH

1. Hypothesis testing

2. Randomness

3. Statistical testing

4. Open-source code

5. Model cards

6. Datasheets

38



HYPOTHESIS TESTING

• In ML/IR, we often get started with running experiments right away due to the low barrier to 
entry, which can result in:

• Unclear research questions

• Unclear conclusions

• Wasted time, effort and computation power

• Formulating (some version of) the RQs before starting with experimentation can help 
alleviate some of these issues

39



RANDOMNESS

Deep Neural Networks display highly non-convex loss surfaces and therefore the performance of a 
model depends on several factors:

• Specific hyperparameters

• Dropout applied during training

• Weight initialization

• Order of the training data

• Randomly sampled data augmentations

It is important identify all sources of potential randomness in order to try to compensate for them 
in your experiments

40



STATISTICAL TESTING

• Comparing the means of two models is not enough to conclude model A is better than B

• It is important to choose the appropriate statistical test to determine whether or not your 
results are significant. Some resources:

• Ulmer et al. 2022. Deep-Significance: Easy and Meaningful Statistical Significance Testing in the Age of 
Neural Networks.

• Dror et al. 2019. Deep Dominance: How to Properly Compare Deep Neural Models.

41



STATISTICAL TESTING

● Scenario 1:  Comparing multiple runs of two models

● Scores from a model A and a baseline B on a dataset, stemming from N model runs with different 
random seeds

● Comparing multiple runs will always be preferable

● Scenario 2:  Comparing multiple runs across datasets

● When comparing models across datasets, formulate one null hypothesis per dataset 

● N model runs with different random seeds

Ulmer et al. 2022. Deep-Significance: Easy and Meaningful Statistical Significance Testing in the Age of Neural Networks.
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STATISTICAL TESTING

● Scenario 3: Comparing sample-level scores

● If only one run is available, comparing sample-wise score distribution can be an option

● Scenario 4: Comparing more than two models

● For instance, for three models, we can create a  matrix 3x3  

● The framework by Ulmer et al. 2022 makes use of the Almost Stochastic Order (ASO) test 

● Expresses the amount of violation of stochastic order
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OPEN-SOURCE CODE

https://github.com/paperswithcode/releasing-research-code 

• When possible, it is beneficial to open source your code and data in order to promote open 
and reproducible science

• Templates such as the ML Code Completeness Checklist can help you arrange your 
repository before publishing it publicly

• More details in Part 3 of the tutorial

• Open-source code provides insights into:

• The underlying implementation of a formal idea

• Many hyperparameters and minor details that are not discussed in the paper

44
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MODEL CARDS

Mitchell et al. 2019. Model Cards for Model Reporting. ACM FAccT.
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DATASHEETS

Datasheets were proposed as a mechanism to standardize documentation practices for ML 
datasets. They include ~50 questions on the following topics:

• Motivation

• Composition

• Collection Process

• Preprocessing/cleaning/labelling

• Uses

• Distribution

• Maintenance

Gebru et al. 2020. Datasheets for Datasets. ACM FaccT 
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DATASHEETS
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONDUCTING REPRODUCIBLE 
RESEARCH

1. Formulate hypothesis prior to starting experiments

2. Identify appropriate statistical tests

3. Identify stochastic components of experiments and account for randomness

4. Open-source your code with clear instructions on how to run it

5. Clearly document your contribution with a model card and/or a datasheet

48



QUESTIONS?
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MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?

In this tutorial, we focus on the challenge of ensuring 
research results are reproducible
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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

1. Introduction to Reproducibility

2. Reproducibility in IR

3. Mechanisms for Reproducibility

4. Reproducibility as a Teaching Tool
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II – REPRODUCIBILITY IN IR

Sami Jullien, Maarten de Rijke



OVERVIEW

1. Reproducibility challenges in IR

2. Reproducibility failures in IR

3. Reproducibility tracks and initiatives in IR
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II.a REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGES 
IN IR



TEST COLLECTIONS

• Cranfield tradition
• Create “laboratory type situation where, freed as far as possible from the contamination of 

operational variables, the performance of index languages could be considered in isolation”

• Same set of documents, same set of information needs to be used for each index language, 
and for the use of both precision and recall to evaluate the effectiveness of the search. 
• Relevance was based on topical similarity where the judgments were made by domain experts
• Relevance = topic similarity, single set of judgments representative, set of relevant docs is complete

• Almost all sources of variability removed in design of test collections: users, tasks, 
leaving topics (“statements of information needs”) as main source of variability in collection

• Judgments indicating which documents are relevant to which topics

55Cleverdon. 1991. The significance of the Cranfield tests on index languages. SIGIR.



CRANFIELD SCALING UP: TREC

Launched in 1992:

• Provides document set and a set of topics to the participants. 

• Each participant runs topics against documents using their retrieval system, and returns to 
NIST a ranked list of the top N documents per topic

• TREC forms pools from participants’ submissions, which are judged by relevance assessors

• Submissions are evaluated using resulting relevance judgments; evaluation results returned to 
participants

56

Image source: Voorhees. 2022. NIST and Trustworthy AI.



CRANFIELD SCALING UP: TREC

Thirty years later:

• Pioneered use of “pooling” for building large collections

• So far built > 150 test collections for dozens of search tasks

• Hundreds of participant teams world-wide

• Premier venue for determining research methodology

• Model for other efforts in IR and related fields
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TREC

Large number of tasks, partly 
inspired by available funding, partly 
by community initiatives

• Different document genres

• Different domains

• Different types of 
information need

• Different relevance criteria

• Different languages

Image source: Voorhees. NIST and Trustworthy AI, 2022.
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CLEF

59

Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum
• Running since 2000

• “Promote research, innovation, and development of information access systems with an 
emphasis on multilingual and multimodal information with various levels of structure”

• Conference part with focus on experimentation in IR

• Labs part similar to TREC with very diverse set of tasks

• CLEF 2022 (Bologna, September 2022) features 14 labs

• (1) Answer Retrieval for Questions on Math, (2) Large-scale biomedical semantic indexing and 
question answering, (3) Fighting the COVID-19 Infodemic and Fake News Detection, (4) 
Cheminformatics, (5) Early risk prediction on the Internet, (6) Named Entity Recognition and 
Linking in Multilingual Historical Documents, (7) Intelligent Disease Progression Prediction, (8) 
ImageCLEF: Multimedia Retrieval Challenge, (9) Automatic Wordplay and Humour Translation, 
(10) Learning to Quantify, (11) Biodiversity identification and prediction challenges, (12) Digital 
Text Forensics and Stylometry, (13) SimpleText: Automatic Simplification of Scientific Texts, 
(14) Argument Retrieval

https://www.clef-initiative.eu 

https://www.clef-initiative.eu


NTCIR

NTCIR (NII Test Collection for IR Systems) Project

• Running since 1997

• “Evaluation efforts designed to enhance research on diverse information access technologies, 
including, but not limited to, cross-language and multimedia information access, 
question-answering, text mining and summarisation, with an emphasis on East Asian languages 
such as Chinese, Korean, and Japanese, as well as English”

• Runs on an 18 month cycle, 2022 edition just took place (NTCIR-16, June 2022)

• Tasks at NTCIR-16

• Main: (1) Data Search, (2) Dialogue Evaluation, (3) Investor's and Manager's Fine-grained Claim 
Detection, (4) Lifelog Access and Retrieval, (5) QA Lab for Politics Information (6) We Want Web 4 
with CENTER

• Pilot: (1) Reading Comprehension for Information Retrieval, (2) Real document-based Medical 
Natural Language Processing, (3) Session Search, (4) Unbiased Learning to Ranking Evaluation Task 60

https://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html 
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FIRE

Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation

• Running since 2008

• “Encourage research in Indian language Information Access technologies by providing reusable 
large-scale test collections for Indian language IR experiments; Provide a common evaluation 
infrastructure for comparing the performance of different IR system; Investigate evaluation 
methods for Information Access techniques and methods for constructing a reusable 
large-scale data set for Indian language IR experiments”

• Mixture of conference and collaborative benchmarking

• FIRE 2022 (Kolkata, December 2022) features 8 tracks

• (1) Anaphora Resolution from Social Media Text in Indian Languages, (2) Emotions & Threat Detection 
in Urdu, (3) Hate Speech and Offensive Content Identification in English and Indo-Aryan Languages, 
(4) Indian Language Summarization, (5) Information Retrieval from Microblogs during Disasters, (6) 
Information Retrieval in Software Engineering, (7) Self-reported Mental Disorder Diagnosis, (8) 
Sentiment Analysis and Homophobia detection of YouTube comments in Code-Mixed Dravidian 
Languages

61
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ALIGNING: CENTRE

• CLEF, NTCIR, TREC REproducibility

• Aims:
• Reproduce best results of best/most interesting systems in previous editions of CLEF/NTCIR/TREC 

by using standard open source IR systems
• Contribute back to the community the additional components and resources developed to 

reproduce the results in order to improve existing open source systems

• Running since TREC 2018

62
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ADVANTAGES OF COMMUNITY-BASED BENCHMARKING

• Improve the state of the art
• Make research and research results comparable

• Solidify a research community
• Create resources together, iterate over successes and failures

• Amortize the costs of infrastructure
• Collaborative development and analysis

• Facilitate technology transfer
• Compare using an independent, open yardstick before trying out “at home”

• Establish research methodology
• Scrutinize it …

63



QUESTIONS ABOUT METHODOLOGY: VALIDITY

• Internal validity
• Does way in which study was done allow trustworthy answers to its research questions?
• Examines, e.g., the extent to which systematic error (bias) is present.

• External validity
• Can the findings of a study can be generalized to other contexts?

• E.g., other queries, other document collections, other TREC collections, …

• Ecological validity
• Can the results of a study can be generalized to real-life settings?

• Differs from external validity
• E.g., from TREC collection to AB test in a production e-commerce setting

Where does reproducibility/replicability come in?

• Repeatability: same team, same setup
• Reproducibility: different team, same setup
• Replicability: different team, different setup 64



INTERNAL VALIDITY

Dimensions to consider when considering 
internal validity
• Improper randomization so that 

you’re not really looking at a random 
sample of users or queries

• Controlled pooling produces 
unbiased judgment set sufficient for 
comparative evaluation

• Not running sufficiently many 
iterations in an experiment may lead 
to wrong conclusions
• After 30,000 impressions no 

noticeable performance difference 
between linear and neural online 
LTR 

• After 1,000,000 there is a 
difference

65Oosterhuis and de Rijke. 2018. Differentiable Unbiased Online Learning to Rank. CIKM. 



EXTERNAL VALIDITY

• Variability 
• How spread out or closely clustered a set of data instances is (queries, users, tasks, documents, …)

• Bailey et al. consider variability across users and especially across different individual query 
formulations and expectations of quantities of relevant information needing to be found
• Does the existence of individual variation in initial query formulation for a single information need alter 

the evaluation of system performance?
• Is there significant variation among users of the anticipated effort in terms of the number of documents 

viewed and queries to be issued, and is there a relationship between a user’s anticipated effort and the 
information task complexity?

• Findings 
• Both questions answered affirmatively.
• The use of multiple queries per topic arising from different searchers provides a more representative 

characterization of the mapping from information need than just one

66Bailey et al. 2015. User Variability and IR System Evaluation. SIGIR. 



ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY

Do conclusions reached from Cranfield experiments transfer to operational settings?

• Unable to verify conclusions from a laboratory experiment in user studies

• User studies did not show that conclusions from the laboratory test were wrong, simply that 
the user studies could not detect any differences

• Relevance judges typically do not assess queries and documents that reflect their own 
information needs, and have to make assumptions about relevance from an assumed users 
point of view

• Because the true information need can be difficult to assess, this can cause substantial biases

67Hersh et al. 2002. Do batch and user evaluations give the same results? SIGIR
Turpin and Hersh. 2001. Why batch and user evaluations do not give the same results. SIGIR
Turpin and Scholer. 2006. User performance versus precision measures for simple search tasks. SIGIR 



ECOLOGICAL VALIDITY

To address gap between offline evaluation and true use of IR systems, online evaluation has been 
used to directly measure observable user behavior on alternative systems

• Challenge for online evaluation is to identify metrics that accurately reflect user satisfaction

• CTR, ranks of clicked documents, skips, time-between-revisits, SAT clicks, …

• Which are indicative of outcomes of AB tests?

68Hersh et al. 2002. Do batch and user evaluations give the same results? SIGIR
Turpin and Hersh. 2001. Why batch and user evaluations do not give the same results. SIGIR
Turpin and Scholer. 2006. User performance versus precision measures for simple search tasks. SIGIR



II.b – REPRODUCIBILITY FAILURES IN 
IR



IMPROVEMENTS DON’T ADD UP

70

Armstrong et al.
• “There is […] no evidence that ad-hoc 

retrieval technology has improved during the 
past decade or more.” 

• Finding was arrived at by comprehensive 
longitudinal survey of research papers 
between 1998 and 2008 from major IR 
research venues that report results on a 
diverse range of TREC test collections.

• Analysis points to “selection of weak baselines 
that can create an illusion of incremental 
improvement” and “insufficient comparison 
with previous results”

Image source: Armstrong et al. 2009. Improvements that don't add up: ad-hoc retrieval 
results since 1998. CIKM.

Internal 
validity



IMPROVEMENTS DON’T ADD UP

Armstrong et al.

• How confident are we that a technique that yields an improvement over a weak baseline 
would also give an improvement over a strong one, and therefore be a worthwhile addition 
to state of the art systems?

• Recommendations going forward
• Avoid perverse selection bias where statistically significant improvements can only be obtained in 

comparisons against weak baselines
• Adopt a practice of regular longitudinal comparison to ensure measurable progress, or at least 

prevent the lack of it from going unnoticed → maintain a leaderboard?

71Armstrong et al. 2009. Improvements that don't add up: ad-hoc retrieval results since 
1998. CIKM.

Internal 
validity



WEAK BASELINES

Lin 2018

• A SOTA claim is an informal prerequisite to get a publication in a top IR conference
• Comparing against the same weak baselines results in a lack of a de facto leaderboard 
• A frequent behavior in IR is to compare against cherry-picked points of comparison 
• “Pick the best implementation [...] implementations matter, more so than models, and 

thus it makes sense to pick the best one”
• Tuning baselines diminishes how great a proposed method is

72Lin. 2018. The Neural Hype and Comparisons Against Weak Baselines. SIGIR Forum.

Internal 
validity



ARE WE REALLY MAKING PROGRESS?

A repeat of Armstrong et al., but now for top-n 
recommendation
Do deep learning methods for top-n 
recommendation really outperform simpler methods?
• Systematic analysis of algorithmic proposals for 

top-n recommendation tasks. 
• 18 algorithms presented at top-level research 

conferences in the last years
• Only 7 could be reproduced with reasonable 

effort
• 6 of those 7 can often be outperformed with 

simple heuristic methods (nearest-neighbor or 
graph-based techniques)

73Image source (top): Ferrari Dacrema et al. 2019. Are We Really Making Much Progress? A Worrying Analysis of Recent Neural Recommendation Approaches. RecSys
Image source (bottom): Ferrari Dacrema et al. 2021 A Troubling Analysis of Reproducibility and Progress in Recommender Systems Research. ACM Transactions on Information Systems 2021

Internal 
validity



WHY WE SEE PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES

Li et al. 2022
• Even if we do see meaningful performance differences, make sure we get the analysis 

right and we give credit where credit is due and understand why we are doing a better 
job

• Next basket recommendation (in grocery shopping)
• Complex NBR models were in some but not all cases able to beat very simple baselines (top 

frequency, personalized top frequency)
• Weak or missing baselines, the use of different datasets in different papers, and of 

non-standard metrics
• But a close look at the problem space shows that the real algorithmic challenge is one of repetition as 

most people consume roughly the same, over and over again (in grocery)
• "when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure”
• So this is not about similarity and complex representation learning, but about understanding temporal 

patterns

74

Internal 
validity

Li at al. 2021. A Next Basket Recommendation Reality Check. arXiv



II.c – REPRODUCIBILITY TRACKS AND 
INITIATIVES IN IR



EXISTING REPRODUCIBILITY TRACKS IN IR

• Pressure to publish is often seen as a driver towards non-reproducible research

• Thus, we need reproducibility tracks to evaluate if the progress we are making is applicable 
for different tasks

• Those tracks are still a minor part of the conferences

• There are several existing reproducibility tracks at IR conferences, most of which focus on 
replicability + reproducibility as defined by ACM

• e.g., ECIR, RecSys, SIGIR, Sim4IR workshop

76



EXISTING REPRODUCIBILITY TRACKS IN IR

Existing reproducibility tracks at IR conferences:

• ECIR:

• Track introduced in 2015
• 2022 version had 11 accepted papers

• RecSys:

• Track introduced in 2020
• 2021 version had 3 accepted papers (2022 not announced yet)

• SIGIR:

• Track introduced in 2022 (!)
• Strong emphasis on generalizability of lessons learned
• 7 accepted papers

77



SIM4IR

Balog et al. 2021

• Different scenarios can be explored to determine the effects of the simulations’ parameters. 
These scenarios can be run in such a way to ensure reproducible results, with all this being 
achieved at a low cost to researchers.

• “It is important to note that simulators do not need to be perfect mirrors of human 
behaviour, but instead simply need to be ‘good enough’.”

• “The main requirement is reproducibility”. Non-deterministic simulators should come 
with random seed numbers to ensure repeatable trajectories.

78Balog et al. 2021. SIGIR Workshop on Simulation for Information Retrieval Workshop 
(Sim4IR 2021) at SIGIR 2021. ACM SIGIR Forum

Ecological 
validity



REPRODUCIBILITY FRAMEWORKS

• MultiReQA: Cross-domain evaluation for retrieval question answering models
• https://github.com/google-research-datasets/MultiReQA 

• KILT: Benchmark for knowledge intensive language tasks
• https://github.com/facebookresearch/KILT 

• BEIR: Heterogeneous benchmark containing diverse IR tasks
• https://github.com/beir-cellar/beir 

79Image source: Thakur et al. 2021. BEIR: A Heterogenous Benchmark for Zero-shot 
Evaluation of Information Retrieval Models. arXiv

External 
validity

https://github.com/google-research-datasets/MultiReQA
https://github.com/facebookresearch/KILT
https://github.com/beir-cellar/beir


MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?

In this tutorial, we focus on the challenge of ensuring 
research results are reproducible
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QUESTIONS?
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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

1. Introduction to Reproducibility

2. Reproducibility in IR

3. Mechanisms for Reproducibility

4. Reproducibility as a Teaching Tool
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III – MECHANISMS FOR REPRODUCIBILITY
Koustuv Sinha, Robert Stojnic



OVERVIEW

1. Papers with Code

2. Reproducibility Challenge

3. Reproducibility Checklists

4. Useful Tools and libraries

84



PAPERS WITH CODE

• Goal: Track all artefacts in ML, create positive incentives for sharing

85



PAPERS WITH CODE

• Largest database of papers curated with their code

86

PAPERS WITH CODE



PAPERS WITH CODE

• Largest database of datasets, tracking their usage

87
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PAPERS WITH CODE

• Largest database of results from published papers

88
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Papers with Code

Integrated with:

• arXiv
• ACL anthology
• OpenReview

89
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Papers with Code

• Reproducibility reports shown next to original papers 

90
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Papers with Code

• Collated resources for publishing research code

91
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Papers with Code

• ML Code Completeness Checklist (Robert Stojnic, 2020)

92

PAPERS WITH CODE



QUESTIONS?
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REPRODUCIBILITY CHECKLISTS

• ML Reproducibility Checklist (Joelle Pineau, 2018)

• Minimal information that should be in a manuscript

• Not necessarily exhaustive

• Part of guidelines for major conferences (NeurIPS, 
ICML, ICLR)

94



REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE

• Started 2018, till date five editions: ICLR 
2018, ICLR 2019, NeurIPS 2019, RC 2020, RC 
2021

• Task: Choose a submitted paper from a 
conference, reproduce the central claim of 
the paper
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REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE
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REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE
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REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE

Reproducibility Reports accepted to MLRC 2021 by conference
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REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE
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IMPACT OF CHECKLISTS AND CHALLENGES

• Increase in the amount of code released during submission
• Increased interaction with authors and practitioners after paper publication through 

OpenReview
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USEFUL TOOLS AND LIBRARIES

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

Link to our previous blog post: https://bit.ly/3LoSuKC 
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

Hydra: https://hydra.cc

Or even plain 
YAML / JSON 
files work!
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Experimental Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

Tensorboard

Weights & Biases
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

DVC, https://dvc.org/ 
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

Relevant works: 
https://github.com/EleutherAI/lm-evaluation-h
arness 
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Forde et al,. Reproducible research environments with repo2docker. 2018.



Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release
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Useful Tools and Libraries

• Config management 
• Logging
• Experimental Management
• Versioning
• Data management
• Data analysis
• Reporting
• Dependency Management
• Open Source Release
• Effective Communication
• Test and Release

Google Colab
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MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?

In this tutorial, we focus on the challenge of ensuring 
research results are reproducible
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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

1. Introduction to Reproducibility

2. Reproducibility in IR

3. Mechanisms for Reproducibility

4. Reproducibility as a Teaching Tool
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IV – REPRODUCIBILITY AS A 
TEACHING TOOL

Maurits Bleeker, Ana Lucic



OVERVIEW

1. Teaching through reproducibility 

2. Examples of AI courses utilizing reproducibility as a teaching tool

a. Reproducedpapers.org (TU Delft)

b. FACT-AI (University of Amsterdam)

3. Guidelines for a successful reproducibility course

4. Lessons learned
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IV.a – TEACHING THROUGH 
REPRODUCIBILITY



EXAMPLES FROM OTHER ACADEMIC FIELDS

● Learning Networking by Reproducing Research Results (Yan et al. 2017)

● Stanford CS course on reproducing work on networking systems

● Bringing Replication Into Classroom: Benefits For Education, Science, and Society (Ribotta, 
Blandine, et al 2022)

● "For more than a decade, research in psychology has been struggling to replicate many well-known 
and highly cited studies"

● How to Use Replication Assignments for Teaching Integrity in Empirical Archaeology 
(Marwick, Ben, et al. 2020)

● "Here we argue for replications as a core type of class assignment in archaeology courses"
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MOTIVATION

Valuable experience for students:

● Practice implementing and extending existing research 

● Recognize the importance (and difficulty) of reproducibility

● Helps students to develop critical thinking skills 

● This also helps with writing research papers

● Can be added to their portfolio, e.g., personal website, blog post, CV

● Allows students to participate in the community

Contribute to existing research:

● New insights can direct future research

● Results can be published, e.g., in the ReScience journal
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IV.b – REPRODUCEPAPERS.ORG
TU Delft



REPRODUCEDPAPERS.ORG

"Is an open online repository for teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility"

• Primary motivation: there exist several venues for reproducibility but there is a ‘high barrier’ 
to entry or a focus on ‘short-term’ (alternate years, etc)

• Propose: a low barrier, long term venue focused on reproducibility

• Reproduction aligns with several teaching goals:

• Reading and critiquing literature
• Implementing, executing and extending code
• Comparing, analyzing and presenting results in a clear and concise manner

Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.
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ONLINE REPOSITORY

https://reproducedpapers.org 
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ONLINE REPOSITORY

● Focus of the project: partial results, minor tweaks, etc.

● Well suited for use in teaching 

● Badges (self-labeled): 

● Replicated: A full implementation from scratch without using any pre-existing code

● Reproduced: Existing code was evaluated

● Hyperparams check: New evaluation of hyperparameter sensitivity

● New data: Evaluating new datasets to obtain similar results

● New algorithm variant: Evaluating a different variant

● New code variant: Rewrote/ported existing code to be more efficient /readable

● Ablation study: Additional ablation studies
124
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COURSE DETAILS

● Part of MSc CS - Deep Learning course, TU Delft

● Teaching team selects papers with two criteria:
● Data availability
● Computational demands

● Projects:
● Teams should indicate which result to reproduce
● Groups of 2-4 students, 8 week course
● ⅓ of the course time spent on reproduction

● Deliverables:
● Blog about the repository (private/public)
● PDF report

Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.
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24 unique papers, 57 paper reproductions

126Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.



Student survey, N= 43

127Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.



N = 144

43 course students + 14 
other students 

87 third-party AI 
researchers  

128Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.



CONCLUSION 

● Reproduction projects align closely with general course learning goals, and were received 
positively by most students

● These projects improve perceived value of reproductions, with an added incentive of 
publishing their work and adding to their portfolios

● "We finally call on the community to add their reproductions to the website 
ReproducedPapers.org"

● "May the next generation of machine learners be reproducers"

129Yildiz et al. 2021. ReproducedPapers.org: Openly teaching and structuring machine learning reproducibility. 
International Workshop on Reproducible Research in Pattern Recognition.



IV.c – FAIRNESS, ACCOUNTABILITY, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND 
TRANSPARENCY IN AI COURSE

University of Amsterdam 



COURSE MOTIVATION

• In 2019, we designed a new course on Fairness, Accountability, Confidentiality, and Transparency 
in AI (FACT-AI) at the University of Amsterdam (UvA) 

• Based on the requests of our students in the MSc AI: an increase in interest in ethical issues in AI

• The course aims to make students aware of two types of responsibility:

• Towards society in terms of potential implications of their research

• Similar to the NeurIPS Paper Checklist: discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work

• Towards the research community in terms of producing reproducible research

131https://neurips.cc/Conferences/2021/PaperInformation/PaperChecklist 
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COURSE SETUP
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Lectures

Paper 
discussion 
sessions

Reproducibility 
Project



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

● LO #1: Understanding FACT topics

● LO #2: Understanding algorithmic harm

● LO #3: Familiarity with FACT methods

● LO #4: Reproducing FACT solutions

133Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Learning Objective #1: Understanding FACT topics 

• Students can explain the major notions of fairness, accountability, confidentiality, and 

transparency that have been proposed in the literature, along with their strengths and 

weaknesses

Learning Mechanism:

• General lecture(s) per topic

134Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Learning Objective #2: Understanding algorithmic harm

• Students can explain, motivate, and distinguish the main types of algorithmic harm, both in 
general and in terms of concrete examples where AI is being applied

Learning Mechanism:

• General lectures and guest lectures, where students can ask questions and are encouraged to 
participate in discussions

• This LO can be used for any AI course

135Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Learning Objective #3: Familiarity with FACT methods 

• Students are familiar with recent peer-reviewed algorithmic approaches in the FACT-AI 
literature

Learning Mechanism:

• Paper discussion sessions where students discuss a seminal FACT-AI paper in a small and 
interactive group, after reading the paper in advance

136Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



PAPER DISCUSSION

● Outline of how to dissect a paper ahead of time 

● Examples help!

● For the students, the goal of the paper discussion sessions is to:
● Learn about prominent methods in the field

● Reading a technical paper

● Think critically about the claims made in the papers

● Understanding a paper’s strength and weaknesses

● All these (reading) skills are necessary for a good reproducibility study
● If students can't understand the paper, how will they reimplement the algorithm?
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PAPER DISCUSSION

• Students first read a seminal paper on their own trying to answer the following questions:

• What are the main claims of the paper?

• What are the research questions?

• Does the experimental setup make sense, given the research questions?

• What are the answers to the research questions? Are these supported by experimental evidence?

• Participate in small discussion sessions (ideally in person) with their peers to discuss their 
answers 

• Groups of 4 to 5 students 
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PAPER DISCUSSION

An instructor goes over the same paper, giving an overview of the papers’ strengths and weaknesses

• In our case, each session was presented by a different instructor

• This to show:

• There is no single way of examining a research paper

• Different researchers will bring different perspectives to their assessment of papers

• We chose papers for their discussion sessions based on their impact on the FACT-AI field
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Learning Objective #4: Reproducing FACT solutions 

• Students can assess the degree to which recent algorithmic solutions are effective, especially 
with respect to the claims made in the original papers, while understanding their limitations 
and shortcomings

Learning Mechanism:

• Group project where students work in groups to reproduce FACT-AI papers from top AI 
conferences 

140Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



GROUP PROJECT

• The group project is based on reproducing existing algorithms from top AI conferences 
and is the focal point of the course

• In our course, we focused on FACT-AI algorithms

• However, the setup for the course is not specific to FACT-AI and can be tailored to any topic 

• e.g., IR, computer vision, information retrieval, general ML, etc.

Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.
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GROUP PROJECT

● The group project is based on reproducing existing algorithms from top AI conferences 
and is the focal point of the course 

● Students work in groups to reimplement existing algorithms from papers in top AI 
conferences (e.g., NeurIPS, ICML, ICLR, AAAI, etc). 

● Students write up the results and submit reports

● We encouraged them to submit their reports to the ML Reproducibility Challenge

● In our course, we focused on FACT-AI algorithms. However, the setup for the course is not 
specific to FACT-AI and can be tailored to any topic

● e.g., , computer vision, information retrieval, general ML, etc.
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GROUP PROJECT

Benefits of participating in the ML Reproducibility Challenge:

● Motivates and incentivizes students

● Reports accepted by the ML Reproducibility Challenge are accepted for publication in the 

ReScience journal

● Exposes students to the paper submission cycle 
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GROUP PROJECT

Participating in the ML Reproducibility Challenge gives the students the opportunity to experience 

the whole research pipeline:

1. Reading a technical paper to understand its strength and weaknesses

2. Implementing (and perhaps also extending) the algorithms in the paper

3. Writing up the findings

4. Submitting to a venue with a deadline

5. Obtaining feedback from reviewers

6. Writing a rebuttal

7. Receiving the official acceptance/rejection notification
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COURSES PARTICIPATE IN RC2021 FALL EDITION
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RESULTS OF THE ML REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE

● See https://openreview.net/group?id=ML_Reproducibility_Challenge

● ML Reproducibility Challenge 2021

●  ± 40% of the accepted papers were from the UvA FACT-AI course

● ML Reproducibility Challenge 2022

● ± 50% of the accepted papers were from the UvA FACT-AI course

● Best paper award

● 2 outstanding papers (out of 4)
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FEEDBACK

First year MSc AI students

"I appreciate the critical view I have developed on papers as a result of this course. Normally I 
would easily accept the content of a paper, but I will be more critical from now on, as many papers 

are not reproducible."

"I really appreciated that this was the first course where students are judging state-of-the-art AI 
models. In other words, students were able to experience the scientific workfield of AI."
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FEEDBACK 

First year MSc AI students

"Replicating another study, seeing how (poorly) other research is performed was really 
eye-opening."

"I think it’s really good that we get some practical insights into reproducing results from other 
papers, not all papers are as good as they seem to be."
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QUESTIONS?
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IV.d – GUIDELINES FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
REPRODUCIBILITY COURSE



GUIDELINES FOR A SUCCESSFUL REPRODUCIBILITY COURSE

• INCLUDE A REPRODUCIBILITY LECTURE
• PAPER REQUIREMENTS
• GRADING
• TEACHING ASSISTANTS
• TIMING OF THE COURSE
• DURATION OF THE COURSE
• ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATING IN THE ML REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE
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INCLUDE A REPRODUCIBILITY LECTURE

Motivate reproducibility with a general lecture

● Position this lecture (ideally) at the beginning of the course

● Highlight papers examining reproducibility/replicability failures 

● For examples in IR, see Part 2 of the tutorial

● Include consequences of failure to reproduce (Part 2)

● Clearly outline scope of the project(s) and potential impact
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PAPER REQUIREMENTS

• Choose 10-15 papers from the ML Reproducibility Challenge OpenReview portal that are 
suitable for your course

• Before the course starts, let the TAs check whether the selected papers are feasible for 
reproducibility study

• Hire a team of experienced, graduate-level TAs

• Ideally assign each TA no more than 3-4 papers 
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PAPER REQUIREMENTS

• Select papers that are computationally feasible to reproduce

• In our case, we were able to provide one GPU per team

• Depends the available resources of the course and faculty

• At least one dataset should be publicly available and of a reasonable size

• If the dataset is too big, it is an option to reproduce the work in a ‘low-resource’ data setting

• Select papers that are relevant to the topics covered in the course

• Emphasize the technical perspective of the sub-field

• It should be reasonable to reimplement the paper within the allotted time
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GRADING

• Grading group projects on different papers in a fair manner is challenging

• Try to make the grading criteria as explicit as possible in order to make it clear for the 
students what is expected

• Organize a grade calibration session with the TAs after grading to align on expectations

• If participating in the ML Reproducibility Challenge, grade reports independently of the 
reviews
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TEACHING ASSISTANTS

• Have the TAs read the papers before the course starts to ensure they have a sufficient, 
in-depth understanding of their papers

• Assign papers to TAs based on their interests

• To ease the load for the TAs, have several groups working on the same paper

• Ensure students have regular contact with their TA so no group gets stuck in the process

• Ask students halfway through the course to submit a draft report to their TAs in order to get 
feedback

• We found this significantly increased the quality of the final reports
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TIMING OF THE COURSE

Students need to have very strong programming skills

158Lucic et al. 2022. Reproducibility as a Mechanism for Teaching Fairness, Accountability, 
Confidentiality, and Transparency in Artificial Intelligence. AAAI-EAAI.



DURATION OF THE COURSE

• We strongly recommend to ensure that the students to have enough time to work on the 
project

• For our course, the students are working one month full-time on the project

• We found this to be a beneficial setup since students didn't have to worry about any other courses 
during this time

• If it's not possible to work on the project full-time, then potentially adapt the weight of the 
course:

• If students typically have 5 courses in one semester, consider making the reproducibility course worth 
2 courses
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ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATING IN THE ML 
REPRODUCIBILITY CHALLENGE

• Prioritize the ML Reproducibility Challenge by tying the reproducibility report directly to the 
grading

• Students are graded on the same report that they submitted to the challenge therefore, participating 
is not an extra task

• Submitting to the challenge gives the students the opportunity to experience the whole 
research pipeline:

• Submitting to a venue with a strict deadline

• Obtaining feedback

• Writing a rebuttal

• Receiving the official notification
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IV.e – LESSONS LEARNED



SUMMARY OF THE LESSONS LEARNED

In our experiences, we found that the following were important components of a successful course:

• Including extension as part of reproducibility

• Having excellent teaching assistants

• Having students participate in the ML community

• Encouraging communication with the original authors
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INCLUDING EXTENSIONS AS PART OF REPRODUCIBILITY

• We argue that the finding "the original work is (not) reproducible" is not insightful

• Require students to extend the paper if the source-code is already available

• Either extend the work to:

• New domains, datasets or a low-resource regime (i.e., less data/compute)

• New hyper-parameter settings or method different assumptions

• Different model architecture

• Or explain why the work is not reproducible 
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INCLUDING EXTENSIONS AS PART OF REPRODUCIBILITY

There are two scenarios possible for the project:

• There already exists an open-source implementation of the selected paper. Students are 
allowed to use this: 

• The results the students obtain are different as described in the paper

• The results are reproducible, meaning this method can now be used for further research

• There is no open-source implementation available, meaning the students need to 
reimplement everything themselves

• Take this into account when grading
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HAVING EXCELLENT TEACHING ASSISTANTS

• It is extremely important for the TAs to have excellent programming experience since 
this is the main aspect students need help with

• Have students meet with the TAs at least twice a week

• We had both second year MSc students and PhD students

• PhD students are prefered, if possible

• Have the TAs help students with writing the rebuttal, since this is a new experience for them
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HAVING EXCELLENT TEACHING ASSISTANTS

Since this is probably the first time the students are submitting a research paper, try to prevent the 
following common mistakes:

• Submitting single blind

• Referring to the course project in the introduction

• Motivation: "We had to do this for a course project"

• Submitting a non-anonymized code-base
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• It is a motivating factor for students to create concrete output that is beneficial to the 
broader ML research community

• FACT-AI course 2019--2020

• Creating a public repository with the best algorithm implementations

• FACT-AI course 2020--2021 and 2021--2022:

• Participating in the ML Reproducibility Challenge

HAVING STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE ML COMMUNITY
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• We strongly encourage students to contact the original authors

• It is beneficial for students to interact with scientists in the field

• It improves the papers’ credibility, readability, and reproducibility

• Give the students some instructions how to do this:

• Be aware that the authors are busy

• Prevent that multiple teams are emailing at the same time

• Have the TAs coordinate this 

ENCOURAGING COMMUNICATION WITH THE ORIGINAL 
AUTHORS 
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SUMMARY OF THE LESSONS LEARNED

In our experiences, we found that the following were important components of a successful course:

• Including extension as part of reproducibility

• Having excellent teaching assistants

• Having students participate in the ML community

• Encouraging communication with the original authors
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QUESTIONS?
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V. – CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION

• We have shown two successful examples of graduate-level AI courses that focus on 
reproducibility with their course project

• We provided guidelines to successfully run a  reproducibility project for any graduate-level AI 
course

• Implementing a course centred on a reproducibility project is fairly straightforward for the 
instructor and has many benefits for students

• The course naturally "refreshes" itself every year when a new batch of papers is chosen
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MOTIVATION

How can we mitigate the challenges of bigger, more complex models 
without reducing the benefits?

In this tutorial, we focus on the challenge of ensuring 
research results are reproducible
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SUMMARY OF TUTORIAL

In this tutorial, we've aimed to address the issue of ensuring research results are reproducible

• Part 1: We gave an introduction to reproducibility and presented some examples of 
(ir)reproducible results, both from within CS and from other disciplines

• Part 2: We went over reproducibility aspects in IR as well as some examples of reproducibility 
failures and ongoing efforts to help improve reproducibility in IR

• Part 3: We investigated existing mechanisms for reproducibility in ML/IR such as Papers with 
Code and the ML Reproducibility Challenge

• Part 4: We discuss how to teach reproducibility to the next generation of AI researchers
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BEST PRACTICES TO KEEP IN MIND

1.  Report as much as much information as you can 

• Different types of papers have different requirements – when creating a new dataset, consider 
the annotators! When running experiments, do a hyperparameter search!

2. Share dependency config files

3. Release code

• If an experiment didn't work or provides evidence that doesn't support your main hypothesis (e.g., that your 
model is better than previous models), you should still report it!

4. Run multiple experiments (with different random seeds, or different data orders, etc.) and 
report error bars.

5. Record your carbon emissions 

• You can use tools like CodeCarbon or the ML CO2 Calculator

6. Fill out reproducibility checklists correctly, try to do any items that are appropriate (though we 
recognize the checklists aren't perfect) 175
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